I am very happy that you are interested in studying at the Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt! Situated in the very heart of Bavaria, our University is a place of quality learning and living. The KU has roughly 5000 students, about 1000 of them at the Ingolstadt campus, where the WFI School of Management is located. At the KU, you can choose from over 100 degree programs and combinable subjects - ranging from languages to politics and history, to psychology and educational sciences, journalism, geography, mathematics, social work or theology and ethics studies. In Eichstätt, you can also get a teaching degree for a range of different school types.

Please feel free to contact us, if you have any questions. You can talk to our Student Advisory Service or to the degree program or faculty you're interested in. We hope that we will meet soon on our Eichstätt or Ingolstadt campus. Welcome to the KU!
The KU sees itself as an academic community that is founded on the Christian concept of humanity and on Christian values. This is the basis on which the KU undertakes to hone students' academic knowledge and social skills. It respects the freedom of research and teaching and promotes honest communication and critical thinking.

It's not just parks and rivers that make us a green university. The KU is also a sustainable university - so far the only one in Germany to have been awarded the EU's EMASplus certificate. Specific programs and electives promote knowledge and skills that enable students to grasp sustainability in all its aspects.

Eichstätt is situated in the heart of the Alt-Ammuthal Nature Park. With its 15,000 inhabitants, it is the smallest university town in the whole of Europe. The campus is sprawled across the bustling old town with its mixture of magnificent baroque buildings and modern architecture. A high quality of life, the lowest unemployment rate in Germany and low rents make the city attractive not only to students. The city of Ingolstadt is more than 1,200 years of history and nowadays is the center of a region with a strong economy with well-known companies such as Audi, Airbus and Media-Saturn. The city and the surrounding countryside offer a wide range of leisure activities and our campus is located right next to the city center.

With over 100 different degree programs and combinable subjects, the KU has something to offer for everyone's talents and interests. Our interdisciplinary, Bachelor's and Master's let students choose from a wide range of subjects and tailor their programs to their individual focus.

The online portal Studycheck.de has named the KU among the 10 highest-ranking German universities for years. In 2021 and 2022, the excellent evaluations of its students led to the KU being voted the most popular German university. Other rankings, such as the CHE University Ranking, regularly name the KU on the top ranks.

The KU provides its students with the best possible infrastructure. Our cafeterias, the canteen and the sports center cater to your physical needs. And our library, IT center and language center offer you the resources you need for education and training.

The KU is committed to the compatibility of family and university by offering nappy changing stations, a playground, and its own daycare center on campus. Students who have children can take some semesters off and some of our degree programs can be taken as part-time programs.